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Razlojka Valley
недвижимость Банско
 Скоро будет и Русская версия Our brief to the architects was
to create an aparthotel that was clearly Bulgarian in character
but to ensure that it would stand out from the crowd and have
investors proud to be owners or associated with the
development. We believe that  this has been achieved with the
use of both modern and traditional design and materials and an
attention to detail associated with Western European 5 star
hotels. The requirement to maintain 5 star quality is reflected in
the design of the studios and apartments. We believe that many
of the developers in and around Bansko have not given enough
thought to the rental market once their apartments had been
sold. It is our intention to design a complex which we enable the
investor to obtain not only rent from all year round letting but to
be able to achieve a high level of occupancy and premium
rental income - • 2,000 Euro (non refundable) Reservation Fee•
25% (less the Reservation Fee) at Preliminary Contract• 25% at
Foundations (expected Spring 2008)• 25% at Completion of
Roofing Works (expected Spring 2009)• 25% on Completion and
Property Transfer (expected Spring 2010) ...

Fully Furnished with our Ready to Rent PackageAll owners will
not only be able to enjoy the superb facilities associated with a
this fantastic 5 star development but will also benefit from our
total investor package. ..

The property management fee is likely to be in the region of 10
Euros per sqm but this will be finalised much closer to the
completion date.
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Болгария
   
Банско
   
Горнолыжный курорт
   
Апартаменты
   
Продажа
   
Этап строительства
   
None
     

Цена от:

65,000 €
  

• Tennis court (Limited others in the
area) 
• Outdoor swimming pools (Limited
others in the area) 
• Swim up pool bar (No other in the
area) 
• Children’s play area 
• Mountain Bike Hire 
• Large areas of landscaped
gardens


